Pincode program for determining the PIN for programming VW-Audi-Porsche vehicles.

VW/Audi Pin Code Conversion Instructions (U.S.A.) for T-Code

1. Insert the 7-digit PIN code that was obtained from the Audi/VW dealer.
2. Obtain the dealer ID number from the same dealer that gave you the PIN code. This will
be a 6-digit number that always starts with a “4”. An easy way to obtain this dealer ID
number is to go to the parts department and find any parts bag or box. On this parts bag
or box there will be a sticker with information such as the part number and dealer ID
number. The dealer number will be found on all these stickers.
3. Insert the dealer ID number into the conversion program, LEAVING OFF THE FIRST
DIGIT, WHICH IS ALWAYS A “4”. (Example: if dealer ID is 426156, enter 26156 into
the conversion program)
4. Enter “444” in the “IMPORTATORE” field.
5. Enter the date that the PIN was obtained.
6. Click on “CALCOLA” and the program will return the correct 4-digit PIN. In case the
program returns a 3-digit PIN, add a zero to the beginning. (Example: The conversion
returns 618 as a PIN, the actual PIN is 0618)
7. Enter the 4-digit PIN into the TCL-1, leaving the first digit as a “0” (Example: If PIN is
4223 enter 04223 on the TCL-1 screen)

Instructions for the SDD
You need the VIN and the ID number that the SDD gets out of the module.
Call the dealer, and the dealer will give you a 7-digit number, which goes in the line marked "Pin 7"
Dealer ID # goes on the next line marked "Dealer"
Importer code is always "444" for the US.
Put the current date in the line marked "Data"
Left click the tab marked "CALCOLA", and read the
PIN number there--5 digits, but ignore the first "0".

